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Irreversible multilayer adsorption of semirigid k-mers on one-dimensional lattices of size L is studied
by numerical simulations complemented by exhaustive enumeration of configurations for small lattices. The
deposition process is modeled by using a random sequential adsorption algorithm, generalized to the case of
multilayer adsorption. The paper concentrates on measuring the jamming coverage for different values of k-mer
size and number of layers n. The bilayer problem (n  2) is exhaustively analyzed, and the resulting tendencies
are validated by the exact enumeration techniques. Then, the study is extended to an increasing number of layers,
which is one of the noteworthy parts of this work. The obtained results allow the following: (i) to characterize
the structure of the adsorbed phase for the multilayer problem. As n increases, the (1 + 1)-dimensional adsorbed
phase tends to be a “partial wall” consisting of “towers” (or columns) of width k, separated by valleys of empty
sites. The length of these valleys diminishes with increasing k; (ii) to establish that this is an in-registry adsorption
process, where each incoming k-mer is likely to be adsorbed exactly onto an already adsorbed one. With respect
to percolation, our calculations show that the percolation probability vanishes as L increases, being zero in the
limit L → ∞. Finally, the value of the jamming critical exponent ν j is reported here for multilayer adsorption:




Lattice models have played an important role in the study
of the jamming and percolation phenomena [1,2]. In the most
common lattice-gas picture for systems out of equilibrium, the
state of sites on the lattice is changed from empty/vacancy
to filled/occupied, or vice versa, randomly, sequentially, and
irreversibility. This process is known as random sequential
adsorption (RSA) [5–8]. More complex models take into
account that large ensembles of sites can be changed si-
multaneously at each event. An extensive overview of this
field can be found in the excellent work by Evans [6] and
references therein. Experimentally, RSA has been observed
in different processes, such as oxidation of one-dimensional
polymer chains [9], formation of polymer brush films [10],
fouling of contact lenses [11], etc.
The jamming phenomenon appears when the deposited ob-
jects cannot cover all the lattice sites due to the absence of free
space of appropriate size and shape, leaving empty sites (gaps
too small to fit new particles are left in the monolayer). One
of the simpler cases of RSA that produces a jamming state is
the deposition of dimers (objects occupying two adjacent sites
when being adsorbed on the lattice) on infinite d-dimensional
lattices. The coverage corresponding to the jamming state,
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which is called jamming coverage, depends strongly on the
size and shape of the deposited object and the lattice structure
[6–8]. In general, it is quite difficult to find exact analytical
solutions for the jamming coverage.
For some special types of lattices, geometrical consider-
ations enable us to derive their jamming thresholds exactly.
Thus, the jamming state has been solved analytically, and ex-
act limit concentrations are known for linear k-mers (elements
occupying k sites on the lattice) on one-dimensional lattices
[12–15]. Two- and three-dimensional lattices do not present
such a topological advantage, and jamming thresholds have to
be estimated numerically by means of computer simulations
[16–29].
If the concentration of the deposited objects on the sub-
strate exceeds a critical value, a cluster (a group of occupied
sites such that each site has at least one occupied nearest-
neighbor site) extends from one side of the system to the other,
determining a phase transition in the system. This transition,
known as the percolation phase transition, is a geometrical
phase transition where a critical concentration (or percolation
threshold) separates a phase of finite clusters from a phase
where an infinite cluster is present [1–4]. Thus, the jamming
coverage has an important role in the percolation threshold,
and the interplay between RSA and percolation is relevant for
the description of various deposition processes. The RSA of
dimers on one-dimensional lattices is the simplest example of
the competition between percolation and jamming. Pictorially,
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a jamming state of dimers consists of strings with an even
number of occupied sites that are separated by vacant sites.
Accordingly, there will be no one island that could connect
the opposite extremes of the system.
So far most of the studies of percolation and jamming
have considered the adsorption up to the monolayer. However,
multilayer adsorption is an experimentally as well as theoret-
ically relevant field of surface science due to its importance
for the characterization of solid surfaces [30]. Moreover,
several experiments on adhesion of colloidal particles on solid
substrates have reported the formation of multilayer deposits
in essentially irreversible deposition processes from unstable
or marginally stable colloid suspensions [31–36].
In equilibrium, various approximations and models have
been proposed to describe multilayer adsorption. Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) [37] and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill (FHH)
[38–40] theories are the simplest, and they provided the basis
for more elaborate approaches accounting for lateral inter-
action between the adsorbed molecules, differences between
the adsorption energy and the structure between the first
and upper layers, surface heterogeneity, etc. These leading
models, along with more recent contributions [41–44], have
played a central role in the characterization of solid surfaces
by means of gas adsorption.
In the case of irreversible multilayer adsorption, the in-
herent complexity of the system still represents a major
difficulty in the development of approximate and numerical
solutions. However, several attempts were made in the past
to solve the k-mer irreversible multilayer adsorption problem.
Among them, Bartelt and Privman [45] formulated a model
of irreversible multilayer adsorption on homogeneous one-
dimensional substrates. Combining the exact results on mono-
layer adsorption and the approximate treatment of higher-
layer effects, closed-form analytical results were derived for
several quantities of interest. In Refs. [46–49], some other
variants of the problem were explored: the effect of diffusional
relaxation, different deposition mechanisms, continuum depo-
sition, etc.
Despite the results mentioned above, there are still many
open questions in the field of irreversible multilayer adsorp-
tion. The objective of this paper is to provide a thorough
report based on different and complementary methods, testing
them first in the better known bilayer case increasing both
the length of the deposited k-mer and the length L of the
one-dimensional lattice on which the depositions occur. This
allows us later to pile up further layers, building up a “wall” of
deposited objects, growing in a different direction in a differ-
ent way [(1 + 1)-dimensional growth process], with restricted
possibilities of relaxing particles from upper to lower layers in
neighboring layers. This adds a new parameter to the analysis:
the number of layers or coats. The resulting scheme allows us
to address new questions in this field, such as the efficiency
in the coverage, the possibility of percolation, and the size of
the islands or patches at the different layers. Regarding the
last point, the obtained results indicate that, as k-mer size and
the number of layers increase, the adsorption process occurs
via an in-registry adsorption process, where an incoming k-
mer tends to be adsorbed exactly onto an already adsorbed
one. Accordingly, the structure of the adsorbed phase can be
thought of as an array of columns of width k separated by
valleys of empty sites. As k increases, the separation distance
between columns diminishes. This phenomenon has already
been studied for the case of equilibrium multilayer adsorption
[42–44]. The numerical simulations will be complemented
by statistical techniques such as those coming from finite-
size scaling (FSS) theory. In addition, the tendencies of the
bilayer will also be validated by exact results for small lattices
obtained by exact enumeration of states in configurational
space.
Finally, the accurate determination of the jamming critical
exponent ν j revealed a simple dependence of this quantity on
the dimensionality of the lattice: ν j = 2/d , where d is the
lattice dimension (in this case, d = 1). Thus, the maximum
of the derivative of the jamming probability goes as M1/2,
where M is the number of available lattice sites. This finding,
reported for multilayer adsorption, is relevant as it allows us
to generalize recent results found for irreversible monolayer
adsorption on Euclidean and fractal lattices [50].
The paper is organized as follows. The model and simula-
tion scheme are described in Sec. II. Results are presented and
discussed in Sec. III. The conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.
Finally, Appendix contains the exact results for small lattices
coming from a complete enumeration of configurations.
II. THE MODEL AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
The most common parameter to characterize the kinetic
properties of a deposition process is the coverage θ (t ), defined
as the ratio of the number of occupied sites at time t with
respect to the total number of sites. As mentioned in Sec. I, the
final state generated by irreversible adsorption is a disordered
state (known as a jamming state), where only gaps too small
to accept new particles are left in the monolayer. The coverage
at this final state is θ (t → ∞) ≡ θ j . In the case of multilayer
deposition, the index n is added to denote that the quantity
corresponds to the nth layer, θ jn , counting from bottom to top.
The inherent complexity of the system still represents a
major difficulty in the development of accurate analytical
solutions for θ (t ) (and θ jn ), so computer simulations are a very
important tool for studying this subject. Basically, the model
proposed here consists of adsorption of semirigids k-mers on
a one-dimensional lattice of size L in d = 1 + 1 dimensions
in the way it was explained in the Introduction. Then, starting
from an initially empty lattice, the k-mers are horizontally (or
left to right) sent randomly toward the surface following a
RSA process (similar to a rain of horizontal rods). The k-mers
can be adsorbed according to the following rules (examples
are given in Fig. 1): (i) particles do not shrink, so each particle
of any k-mers has its own horizontal coordinate; (ii) particles
can partially stretch (the k-mers can bend to accommodate
themselves to the roughness of the surface (substrate and/or
previous depositions) as far as stretching between consecu-
tive atoms does not go over
√
2 interatomic distances [see
Fig. 1(b)]), allowing for up to a difference of one vertical po-
sition between consecutive particles (the difference between
the vertical coordinates of consecutive particles within any
k-mer cannot be more than |1|); (iii) a k-mer is accepted
for deposition only if it is in full contact with the substrate
or lower layers without leaving empty spaces underneath
(bridges or cantilevers with two or more empty spaces below
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. Examples of trimer (k = 3) depositions on a lattice with
L = 18 and periodic boundary conditions. Solid symbols joined by
lines correspond to trimers previously deposited onto the lattice.
Open circles joined by lines represent trimers attempting to deposit
on the substrate. (a) Not allowed configurations. (b) Allowed config-
urations. Top and bottom panels show the incoming trimers arriving
to the interface and occupying their final positions, respectively.
are forbidden); and (iv) periodic boundary conditions are used
in all the layers, so that all sites are statistically equivalent (this
condition is valid for simulating large systems where the ends
make negligible differences).
As was previously defined, the deposition process is left to
continue until saturation is reached for a prefixed number of
layers nt . Then, the coverage in the nth layer is determined as





and the total coverage is











To better understand the spectral behavior of the coverage
per layer, we will obtain histograms for the different layers.
For this purpose, the range 0  θn  1 is swept for the nth
layer, by range index i, defining bins of width 2 × θ . Then,
we measure the value of the coverage per layer at the position
i, θn,i, and the corresponding absolute frequency of occur-
rence, φabsn,L,k (θn,i ). From there we can continue to define the
cumulative relative frequency corresponding to the nth layer,
n,L,k (θn). The procedure is as follows:
(i) Starting from an initially empty lattice, the k-mers are
deposited according to the RSA mechanism described at the
beginning of this section. Adsorption of k-mers continues
until the saturation of a prefixed number of layers nt . (nt rep-
resents the maximum number of layers in our simulations. To
avoid spurious effects in the upper layers, our measurements
are performed between n = 1 and n = nt − k.)
(ii) The absolute frequency is calculated:
φabsn,L,k (θn,i ) =
{+1, θn,i = θn,i ± θ ,
0 otherwise.
(3)
As mentioned above, the subscript i indicates the central value
of the ith bin of the distribution.




φabsn,L,k (θn,i ). (4)
(iv) Finally, m runs of the steps (i)–(iii) are carried out for
each lattice size L and each value of k, and the cumulative
frequency is averaged on the m runs.
In our simulations, a set of m = 105 independent samples
was numerically prepared for several values of L/k = 128,
192, 256, 384, and 640. Within each series, the ratio L/k was
kept constant to avoid spurious results due to the k-mer size in
comparison with the lattice size. All of this requires extensive
computer calculations.
To improve the accuracy, and using sigmoidal fitting func-
tions, the different curves of n,L,k are expressed as a function
of continuous values of θn. Thus, their derivatives behave like













where θ jn (L) is the concentration at which the slope of
n,L,k (θn) is maximum, and n,L,k is the standard deviation
from θ jn (L).
According to the finite-size scaling theory, the cumulative
frequency follows a scaling law given by
n,L,k (θn) = n,k (u), (6)
where n,k (u) is a scaling function and u ≡ (θn − θ jn )L1/ν j .
Based on Eq. (6), it is possible calculate the jamming critical
exponent with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the maximum of the





∝ L1/ν j . (7)
Another alternative way to obtain ν j is given by the di-
vergence of the root-mean-square deviation of the threshold
observed from their average values, n,L,k in Eq. (5),
n,L,k ∝ L−1/ν j . (8)
In the next section, the cumulative frequency and its
properties will be used to study the bilayer and multilayer
problems.
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(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. Cumulative frequency n,L,k (θn) for dimers deposition
with n  2. L/k: L/k = 128, circles; L/k = 192, up-triangles;
L/k = 256, down-triangles; L/k = 384, diamonds; and L/k = 640,
squares. (a) Data corresponding to layer 1. (b) Data corresponding to
layer 2. (c) Data corresponding to layers 1 and 2 (bilayer).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Bilayer adsorption model
We begin by discussing the bilayer adsorption problem
(n  2) for the case of dimers (k = 2). The corresponding
cumulative frequency curves are shown in Fig. 2 for dif-
ferent values of L/k: L/k = 128, circles; L/k = 192, up-
triangles; L/k = 256, down-triangles; L/k = 384, diamonds;
and L/k = 640, squares. Parts (a), (b), and (c) present data
corresponding to layer 1, layer 2, and both layers, respectively.
As can be observed, all curves vary smoothly between 0 and
1, and they approach a step function when L goes to infinity.
Moreover, the curves cross each other in a very well-defined
interval in the θ -axis, which allows us to obtain a prelimi-
nary estimation of the jamming threshold [51]. In this case,
the values obtained are θ jn=1 = 0.987(3), θ jn=2 = 0.853(3),
and θ jtotal = 0.920(3). As is expected, θ jtotal = (θ jn=1 + θ jn=2)/2
[Eq. (2)].





be obtained by using an extrapolation scheme for the positions
θ
j
n (L). The procedure is depicted in Fig. 3, where the values of
θ
j
n (L) are shown as a function of L−1 for the cases presented
in Fig. 2: squares, layer 1 (bottom panel); circles, layer 2
(top panel); and triangles, bilayer (middle panel). By fitting
the simulation data with a linear function, the limit jamming
thresholds are obtained from the values of the y-intercepts. In




As can be seen, there are coincidences (within numerical
errors) between the results obtained from the extrapolation of
θ
j
n (L) (Fig. 3) and those obtained from the intersection point
of the cumulative frequency curves (Fig. 2). For the rest of the
paper, we will use just one jamming threshold for each size
n and k corresponding to the value obtained by extrapolation:
θ
j
n (k) (for simplicity, we will drop the ∞).
By following the procedure described in the previous sec-
tion, the jamming critical exponent ν j can be calculated. Thus,
FIG. 3. Extrapolation of θ jn=1(L) (squares, bottom panel),
θ
j
n=2(L) (circles, top panel), and θ
j
total (L) (triangles, middle panel)
toward the thermodynamic limit. The data were obtained from the
curves presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4(a) shows ( dn,L,kdθn )max and n,L,k as a function of L/k
(in a log-log graph) for the cases presented in Fig. 2. Then,
exponent ν j can be obtained from the slope of the different
curves [see Eqs. (7) and (8)]. In this case, ν j = 1.993(21)
(main figure, n = 1), ν j = 1.980(27) (main figure, n = 2),
ν j = 1.969(42) (main figure, bilayer), ν j = 1.986(37) (inset,
n = 1), ν j = 1.973(38) (inset, n = 2), and ν j = 1.969(47)
(inset, bilayer). The study was repeated for other sizes k. In
all cases, the obtained values of ν j remain close to 2.
In a recent paper from our group [50], it was demonstrated
that, for monolayer deposition, n,L,k , (
dL,k
dθ )max ∝ M1/2,
where M is the number of elements (sites or nodes) that form
the lattice. In the case of Euclidean and fractal lattices, where
lattice side L and space dimension d can be defined, the
asymptotic behavior can be written as M1/2 = Ld/2 = L1/ν j ,
with ν j = 2/d . By extending these arguments to the case
of the bilayer adsorption problem, it is possible to write
M1/2 = Ld/2 for each single layer, and M1/2 = (2L)d/2 for
the complete bilayer system. Then, in all cases (first layer,
second layer, and entire system), it is expected that n,L,k ,
( dn,L,kdθn )max ∝ Ld/2 = L1/ν j , with ν j = 2/d . In the particular
case of the one-dimensional bilayer problem, d = 1 and con-
sequently ν j = 2. The values of the jamming critical exponent
obtained in Fig. 4(a) (ν j ≈ 2) confirm the predictions of
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(a) (b)
FIG. 4. (a) Log-log plots of ( dL,kdθ )max and n,L,k as a function of L/k for the case shown in Fig. 2. According to Eq. (7), the slope of each
line corresponds to 1/ν j [or to −1/ν j in the case of Eq. (8)]. (b) Data collapse of the cumulative frequency, n,L,k (θn) vs (θtotal − θ jtotal )L1/ν j
[Eq. (6)]. The curves were obtained using θ jtotal = 0.9179 (see Fig. 3) and ν j = 2.
Ref. [50], and they validate its applicability to the multilayer
deposition problem.
Scaling behavior can be further tested by plotting
n,L,k (θn) versus (θn − θ jn )L1/ν j [Eq. (6)] and looking for data
collapsing. Using the values of θ jn calculated above and the
value of the critical exponent ν j = 2, we obtain an excellent
scaling collapse as shown in Fig. 4(b). This leads to indepen-
dent controls and consistency checks of the value of jamming
critical exponent.
The procedure of Fig. 3 was repeated for k ranging between
2 and 100, and the results are presented in Fig. 5. θ jn=1, θ
j
n=2,
FIG. 5. Jamming coverage for layer 1, θ jn=1 (squares); layer 2,
θ
j
n=2 (circles); and bilayer θ
j
total (triangles) as functions of k. Symbols
represent simulation data, and solid lines correspond to fitting curves
obtained from Eqs. (9)–(11).
and θ jtotal show decreasing behavior as the size k increases. A
qualitatively similar tendency was observed for the monolayer
problem [12–15], where θ j1 decreases monotonically with k,
and, for k → ∞, the jamming threshold tends to Rényi’s
parking constant θ j1 (k → ∞) → cR ≈ 0.747 597 920 2 [15].
In the bilayer problem, the deposited particles preferen-
tially fill the first layer leaving empty sites, which are occupied
by monomers belonging to k-mers that have relaxed from the
second layer. The result is simple: on the one hand, the limit
coverage of the first layer is higher than that corresponding
to the monolayer problem in the entire range of k, and on the
other hand, the limit coverage of the second layer is lower
than that corresponding to the monolayer problem in the entire
range of k.
As is standard in the literature [21,28], the simulation data
can be fitted to the function θ j (k) = A + B/k + C/k2 (k  2).
In the case of Fig. 5,
θ
j























The results from Eqs. (9)–(11) are included in Fig. 5 (solid
lines). The values of A represent the limit concentrations by
infinitely long k-mers. Thus, for the bilayer problem and k →
∞, θ j1 (k → ∞) ≈ 0.9644(3), θ j2 (k → ∞) ≈ 0.5766(4), and
θ
j
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FIG. 6. Portion of a linear lattice of length L = 38 and height n = 18 for two values of k: dimers (k = 2, top panel) and tetramers (k = 4,
bottom panel). As can be seen, the k-mer units tend to form islands of length k as n increases.
The value of the limit concentration obtained in Eq. (9)
has important implications from the standpoint of percolation
theory. In fact, this value remains below unity [θ j1 (k → ∞) ≈
0.9644 < 1], indicating that percolation never occurs due to
jamming. See more details in Appendix.
B. Multilayer adsorption model
In this section, we will analyze the RSA problem for
n > 2. The simulations were performed for k-mers on one-
dimensional L-lattices with k = 2–224, L/k = 128–640, and
nt = 32–360. A simple visualization of how the k-mers fill
the lattice is presented in Fig. 6: case k = 2 (top panel) and
case k = 4 (bottom panel). As will be discussed below, the
formation of columns of width k dominates the adsorption
process for long enough times.
We start by analyzing the jamming coverage for different
values of k as a function of the number of layers n. The results
of this study are shown in Fig. 7, which leads to the following
observations: (i) all curves begin with a coverage less than
1, i.e., full coverage is not achieved for any layer; (ii) the
layer coverage has a strong dependence with n, decreasing
monotonically toward the upper layers; (iii) for each particle
size k, the corresponding coverage curve for each n converges
to an asymptotic limit: θ j∞(k). In what follows, we will discuss
the behavior of θ j∞(k) and its implications on the properties of
the adsorbed phase.
The dependence of θ j∞(k) on the size k is shown in Fig. 8
(solid circles). The figure also includes the curve for θ j1 (k)
as a function of k for the one-dimensional monolayer adsorp-
tion problem (solid diamonds) [12–15]. The limit coverage
increases with increasing k, and it tends to an asymptotic
value for very large k-mer sizes (k → ∞) θ j∞(∞) ≈ 0.711 47,
which is close to the value of Rényi’s parking constant, cR [=
θ
j
1 (∞)]. This finding is a first indication that, for large k-mers,
the adsorption state of the nth layer (large n) approaches
from below the corresponding asymptotic limit for the mono-
layer problem. Accordingly, the adsorption process could be
thought of as an in-registry adsorption process, where a k-mer
can adsorb exactly onto an already adsorbed one. Let us sup-
pose a deposited k-mer denoted as A, whose units occupy sites
characterized by the following pairs of (horizontal,vertical)
coordinates: (i, ni ), (i + 1, ni+1), . . . , (i + k, ni+k ). A k-mer B
is said to be adsorbed in-registry with the previously deposited
k-mer A when the coordinates of k-mer B are (i, ni + 1), (i +
1, ni+1 + 1), . . . , (i + k, ni+k + 1). Thus, the horizontal coor-
dinates of A and B are identical, while the vertical coordinates
differ in 1. This phenomenon has already been studied for the
case of equilibrium multilayer adsorption [42–44].
We have considered that the entire adsorbed phase can
be studied as a set of overlapping linear lattices, each one
corresponding to one of the n layers. In this way, the Hoshen
and Kopelman algorithm [52] has been used to obtain the
number of islands of length λ in each layer. The apparition
frequency of an island of size λ in the nth layer is denoted
FIG. 7. Jamming coverage per layer as a function of the number
of layers for different values of k as indicated.
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FIG. 8. θ j∞(k) as a function of k (solid circles). The figure
includes also the curve of jamming coverage for the one-dimensional
monolayer adsorption problem (solid diamonds) [12–15].
as fn(λ),
fn(λ) = total number of islands of size λ in the nth layer
total number of islands in the nth layer
.
(12)
In Fig. 9(a), the frequency fn(λ) is shown as a function of
the size λ for three different values of k (k = 2, circles; k = 4,
diamonds; and k = 8, triangles) and n = 20. The simulations
were performed for L/k = 128 and nt = 64. In part (b), the k-
mer size is set to 2 and 8, and the frequency fn(λ) is calculated
for different values of n as indicated. The following results can
be obtained from the figure:
(i) fn=20(λ) is different from 0 for λ = sk (s = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
(ii) fn=20(λ = 2) ≈ 0.8178, fn=20(λ = 4) ≈ 0.1318,
fn=20(λ = 6) ≈ 0.0312, and fn=20(λ > 6) ≈ 0 for k = 2;
fn=20(λ = 4) ≈ 0.9453, fn=20(λ = 8) ≈ 0.0384, and
fn=20(λ > 8) ≈ 0 for k = 4; and fn=20(λ = 8) ≈ 0.9702
and fn=20(λ > 6) ≈ 0 for k = 8.
(iii) fn=20(λ = k = 8) > fn=20(λ = k = 4) > fn=20(λ =
k = 2).
(iv) For fixed k [=2 and 8 in the case of Fig. 9(b)],
fn(λ = k) increases as n is increased and fn(λ > k) decreases
as n is increased. Thus, fn(λ) tends to the Dirac delta function
δk (λ) as n → ∞. As k increases, this regime is quickly
reached. This situation is clearly reflected in the inset in
part (b), where fn(λ = k) is shown as a function of n for
k = 2 and 8. It is also instructive to extend the analysis
to the intensities of the secondary maxima fn(λ = 2k)
in Fig. 9(b). For this purpose, it is useful to define the
following quantities: the fraction of islands of sizes k and
2k in the nth layer, fn(k, 2k) = fn(k) + fn(2k); and the ratio
rn(k, 2k) = fn(k)/ fn(2k). In the case of k = 2: fn=2(2, 4) =
0.3211 and rn=2(2, 4) = 2.12; fn=4(2, 4) = 0.5320 and
rn=4(2, 4) = 2.34; fn=8(2, 4) = 0.7783 and rn=8(2, 4) =
3.22; fn=12(2, 4) = 0.8863 and rn=12(2, 4) = 4.31; and
fn=20(2, 4) = 0.9496 and rn=20(2, 4) = 6.21. In the case
of k = 8: fn=2(8, 16) = 0.2556 and rn=2(8, 16) = 6.45;
fn=4(8, 16) = 0.4917 and rn=4(8, 16) = 9.12; fn=8(8, 16) =
0.8309 and rn=8(8, 16) = 23.44; fn=12(8, 16) = 0.9582
and rn=12(8, 16) = 38.93; and fn=20(8, 16) = 0.9863 and
(a) (b)
FIG. 9. (a) fn(λ) as functions of the size λ (see the discussion in the text) for three different values of k (k = 2, circles; k = 4, diamonds;
and k = 8, triangles) and n = 20. (b) Same as (a) for k = 2, k = 8, and different values of n as indicated. Inset: fn(λ = k = 2) (circles) and
fn(λ = k = 8) (squares) vs n.
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rn=20(8, 16) = 60.26. These indicators show that, for
relatively small values of n (4  n  8), the structure of
the adsorption state is mainly composed of islands of sizes k
and 2k. As n is increased (n  8), islands of size k dominate
the adsorption state. The effect is even more marked as the
size k is increased.
(v) The case corresponding to n = 1 is not included in the
figure for the sake of clarity. The first layer state has special
characteristics, and it will be discussed in detail in Appendix.
The results (i)–(v) complement the findings obtained from
the study in Figs. 7 and 8 and allow us to establish the main
features of the filling process at long times (see Fig. 6). In
this regime, the incoming k-mers get adsorbed in-registry
with previously adsorbed k-mers, forming columns of width k
separated by valleys of empty sites. As k increases, the sepa-
ration distance between columns diminishes [θ j∞(k) increases
with k].
Clearly, the final state of the system (n → ∞) is governed
by the occurrence of the in-registry adsorption phenomenon.
Thus, the lower the value of n for which the phenomenon
occurs, the higher will be the corresponding value of θ j∞(k). In
fact, as k increases, the value of n for which the limit regime
is reached decreases [see the inset of Fig. 9(b)] and θ j∞(k)
increases (see Fig. 8). The ideal/maximum value of θ j∞(k)
would be obtained from the condition of the ideal/minimum
value of n (n = 2). In this case, k-mers in the upper (second,
third, fourth, etc.) layers adsorb exactly onto already adsorbed
ones in the first layer, and θ j1 (k) = θ jn (k) = θ j∞(k) [remember
that θ j1 (k) represents the jamming coverage for the one-
dimensional monolayer adsorption problem]. The probability
of occurrence of this ideal state tends to zero as L tends
to infinity, and consequently (i) the θ j∞(k) curve remains
below θ j1 (k) in the entire range of k; and (ii) the multilayer
asymptotic limit θ j∞(∞) ≈ 0.711 47 is smaller than the cor-
responding monolayer asymptotic limit θ j1 (∞) ≈ 0.747 598
(see Fig. 8).
With respect to the jamming critical exponent, a similar
study to that shown in Fig. 4 was carried out for different
values of k and n (data not shown here for reasons of space).
In all cases, the obtained results indicate that ν j remains close
to 2, as expected for a one-dimensional system.
Finally, we briefly refer to the connectivity properties of
the system. Even though the limit coverage of the first layer is
shifted close to 1 due to the adsorption of k-mer units that have
relaxed from the upper layers (see Fig. 7, n = 1), jamming
transition occurs before the system can reach percolation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, irreversible multilayer adsorption of semi-
rigid linear objects of different sizes on one-dimensional lat-
tices has been studied. The adsorption dynamics was modeled
by using the random sequential adsorption algorithm.
The process was monitored by following the behavior of
the cumulative frequency of the coverage per layer n,L,k (θn).
Cumulative frequency curves for different lattice sizes L cross
at precise concentration, allowing us to determine jamming
coverage. In addition, by fitting n,L,k (θn) [dn,L,k/dθn] with
the error (Gaussian) function, the maximum of the derivative
of the cumulative frequency (dn,L,k/dθn)max and the width
of the transition n,L,k are expected to behave asymptotically
as L1/ν j , which allows for an accurate determination of the
jamming exponent ν j .
We began with numerical simulations for the deposition of
dimers on a bilayer, which allowed us to introduce definitions,
examples, and they can also be followed by exact enumeration
of configurations for small lattices to understand tendencies.
Then, we extended the analysis to an increasing number of
layers, which is one of the noteworthy aspects of this work:
coverage, jamming, percolation, and critical properties were
discussed for the multilayer system.
In the bilayer problem, the coverage decreases in
both layers as the size k of the deposited particle in-
creases, with a finite value of saturation in the limit of
infinitely long k-mers: θ j1 (k) = 0.9644(3) + 0.055(3)/k −
0.027(6)/k2 (first layer); θ j2 (k) = 0.5766(4) + 0.545(5)/k −
0.002(10)/k2 (second layer); and θ jtotal(k) = 0.7708(3) +
0.298(3)/k − 0.011(7)/k2 (bilayer). A similar decreasing be-
havior was found for the standard monolayer problem (or
RSA of linear k-mers on one-dimensional lattices) [12–15].
However, some important differences between these systems
were observed. Namely, in the bilayer case the deposited
particles preferentially fill the first layer leaving empty sites,
which are occupied by monomers belonging to k-mers that
have relaxed from the second layer. Under these conditions,
(i) the limit coverage of the first layer is higher than that
corresponding to the monolayer problem in the entire range
of k and, (ii) the limit coverage of the second layer is lower
than that corresponding to the monolayer problem in the entire
range of k. These tendencies were corroborated by measure-
ments on small lattices considering all possible configurations
with their exact abundances.
The exact calculations also showed that the percolation
probability vanishes as L increases, being zero in the limit
L → ∞. This behavior is expected for one-dimensional sys-
tems, where percolation never occurs due to jamming. As
introduced by Evans [6], one could think of a “virtual perco-
lation transition” occurring in the unphysical coverage range
above jamming. In this case, the jamming coverage of the first
layer is shifted close to 1 due to the adsorption of k-mer units
that have relaxed from the upper layers, but it is clear that the
virtual percolation threshold remains at unity.
To conclude with the analysis of the bilayer problem, the
jamming critical exponent ν j was reported for multilayer
adsorption. The obtained value ν j ≈ 2 reveals a simple de-
pendence of this quantity on the dimensionality of the lattice,
ν j = 2/d , and it allows us to generalize recent results found
for irreversible monolayer adsorption on Euclidean and fractal
lattices [50].
As n increases (multilayer problem), the layer coverage has
a strong dependence with the number of layers. For each parti-
cle size k, the curve of θ jn versus n decreases monotonically to-
ward the upper layers, and it converges to an asymptotic limit
as n → ∞: θ j∞(k). This limit coverage θ j∞(k) increases with
k. In addition, it reaches a saturation value for very large k-
mer sizes (k → ∞) θ j∞(∞) ≈ 0.711 47, which is close to the
asymptotic limit for the one-dimensional monolayer adsorp-
tion problem θ j1 (k → ∞) → cR ≈ 0.747 597 920 2 [12–15].
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On the other hand, the number of islands of length λ in
each layer was studied. The obtained results indicate that the
most abundant island size at any n value is k (the size of the
deposited k-mer), followed by multiples of this size, whose
abundance decreases rapidly with increasing n. This effect is
more marked as the k-mer size increases.
The exhaustive study of the coverage per layer as a function
of n, supplemented by the analysis of the number of islands of
length in each layer, allowed us to characterize the structure of
the adsorbed phase for the problem of irreversible multilayer
adsorption of semirigid k-mers deposited on one-dimensional
lattices. Thus, as n increases, the (1 + 1)-dimensional ad-
sorbed phase tends to be a “partial wall” consisting of “tow-
ers” (or columns) of width k, separated by valleys of empty
sites. The separation distance between columns diminishes
with increasing k [θ j∞(k) increases with k]. This resulting
structure reveals that the adsorption process is an in-registry
adsorption process, where each incoming k-mer gets adsorbed
exactly onto an already adsorbed one.
Future efforts will be devoted to extending the present
analysis to two-dimensional systems, where the possibility of
occurrence of a percolation phase transition opens a challeng-
ing field of research.
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APPENDIX: JAMMING AND PERCOLATION FOR
BILAYER ADSORPTION OF SEMIRIGID k-MERS ON
ONE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICES: EXACT RESULTS FOR
SMALL CELLS
In this Appendix, we will enumerate, in an exhaustive
manner, all the possible configurations for deposited semirigid
k-mers on small one-dimensional chains in the bilayer regime.
To do so, we propose here the following procedure, illustrated
in Fig. 10 for deposition of trimers. The figure shows a whole
lattice with L = 9. The corresponding steps are presented in a
general way:
(i) Consider a lattice of length L being a multiple of k (L/k
is an integer).
(ii) Start with a monolayer exhausting all the possibilities
of accommodating k-mers with interspacing varying from
zero positions (k-mers touching each other) to (k − 1) posi-
tions (larger interspacing spaces would be filled by another




FIG. 10. Process of exhaustive enumeration of all configura-
tions for L = 9, k = 3, and open boundary conditions. Trimers
are represented by solid symbols joined by lines. Empty positions
are marked by hollow symbols. (a) All eight possible monolayers;
(b) bilayer formed by monolayer no. 2 on top and no. 6 at the bottom;
(c) collapse of two atoms leaving three consecutive empty spaces on
top; (d) a new trimer is accepted filling the previous three empty
positions. This is a final jammed configuration.
(iii) These configurations are brought together in pairs one
on top of the other; see Fig. 10(b).
(iv) Then, all possible collapses are allowed when an empty
position in the lower layer has an occupied position directly
above; see Fig. 10(c).
(v) A refill round follows each collapse round trying to
accommodate k-mers in the top layer.
(vi) This line ends when a jammed configuration is
reached after all collapses and refills have been exhausted; see
Fig. 10(d).
(vii) Steps (iv) and (v) are repeated until that particular
branch of depositions does not allow further collapses or
refills; each final configuration is stored as one possible
jammed configuration, a sequential number is assigned, and
the configuration of empty and occupied sites is stored.
(viii) The next branch of depositions is considered (possi-
ble in systems larger than the example of Fig. 10) until all of
them are exhausted for that particular pair of monolayers.
(ix) The next pair of monolayers is considered until all
pairs of monolayers are processed.
FIG. 11. Jamming concentration as a function of the inverse of L
for different k values, as indicated.
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FIG. 12. Percolation probability for layer 1 as a function of the
inverse of L for different values of k, as indicated. Dashed lines are
extended straight lines joining the points for larger L that are intended
only to guide the eye.
This procedure ensures that each possible configuration is
present with a probability proportional to the number of in-
dependent ways of reaching it. Periodic boundary conditions,
used in the numerical simulations presented in Sec. III, are
relaxed here, and free (or open) boundary conditions are used
without allowing depositions outside the lattice.
The example given in Fig. 10 is one of the 64 possible
configurations for L = 9 and k = 3. This number grows ex-
ponentially with L. Thus, for L = 27, the total number of
configurations for trimer depositions is 1 682 736. Results
presented in this Appendix include each one of the possible
configurations for each {L, k} system reported here.
Since all final concentrations are jammed, we can directly
determine the jamming coefficient, equivalent to the jamming
coverage θ jtotal(L) in the simulations, by directly weighting
each configuration by the total occupied positions in both
layers over 2L, the total number of available positions. These
results are presented in Fig. 11. The resemblance to Fig. 3 is
clear with differences coming from finite-size effects. The de-
crease of the jamming coefficient with k observed in Fig. 11 is
also in agreement with the results of the numerical simulations
as presented in Fig. 5.
For each given set L, k, it is possible to inquire whether
the lower layer percolates or not, since the upper layer could
eventually percolate only if the bottom one does. To get this
property, each percolating jammed configuration is weighted
by its corresponding concentration. This is shown in Fig. 12.
FIG. 13. Relative abundance of the island with length λ = L
(necessary condition for percolation) as a function of the inverse of L
for different k values, as indicated. As in the previous figure, dashed
lines are extended straight lines joining the points for larger L that
are intended only to guide the eye.
Here we linearly extrapolate the tendencies showing a clear
tendency to the origin indicating that percolation points to
vanishing in the thermodynamic limit. If a polynomial adjust-
ment is done (not shown in the figures), the intercepts on the
ordinate axis for k = 2, 3, 4 and 5 are 0.08, 0.00, 0.00, and
0.01, respectively.
To further confirm this result, we studied the length of the
islands λ (continuous set of occupied sites) in the lower layer.
A necessary condition for percolation is that λ = L. It is found
that k  λ < L with the exceptions of λ = (2k − 1), which is
never present due to the deposition rules, and λ = L, which
is only possible for a single ideal configuration with rapidly
decreasing probability as L increases (superposition of two
filled monolayers). The relative abundance of islands of any
length is defined as the number of islands for that λ divided by
the total number of islands for all possible λ values. Results
for the relative abundance of the percolating island (λ = L)
are shown in Fig. 13. Percolation shows a clear tendency to
disappear as L increases.
The results of this Appendix show tendencies that are in
agreement with those shown by simulations on larger systems
reported in Sec. III A. We do not attempt a fit or matching
since simulations were done optimizing results to very large
systems, using periodic boundary conditions, aiming for the
thermodynamic limit. However, it is encouraging that such
results are corroborated by the tendencies shown by analytic
results inherent to these systems.
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